This paper provides a gentle introduction to the fundamentals of computer simulation. It discusses the difference between the various approaches in common use and highlights the importance of a carefully considered approach to modelling. Its main stress is on discrctc cvcnt nicthods within which it dcscribcs conceptual modelling, statistical aspects and thc types of computcr soffnarc U hich arc availablc.
THE WHYS AND WHEREFORES OF COMPUTER-BASED MODELLING
Computer simulation methods haw bcen in use sincc the 1950s and are based on the idea that an experimental or gaming approach can be a uscful support to decision making. The idea is to try out a policy bcforc it is implcniented. clearly, thcrc arc scwral ways in which this could bc donc.
The policy could be tried in the real world, but in a controlled way so that its effects can be understood and analysed. There are obvious problems with this approach, cspecially in systems which arc dangerous or expensive to operate for which experimenting with the real system could turn out to be experimenting with disaster. Nevertheless, this type of direct experimentation does have its place, especially when training people. a second option would bc to dcyclop a inathcmatical modcl of the systcm bcing studied. and this is the spcciality of opcrations research, This approach works .~\.cll for some pes ctf application (for csamplc in simple queuing systems) but not so wcll in othcrs. 'The basic problem is that the maths needed to represent a complex dynamic system rnay be impossiblc to solve or virtually impossiblc to forniulatc without csccssivc approximation.
Hcncc. thc third option is to siinulatc thc systcm of interest in n computer-based modcl and then carry out cspcrimcnts on that modcl i.0 scc what might bc the best policy to adopt in practicc. 111 addition. a sinnilation approach is somctinies used in order to understand how an esisting system operates or how a proposed system might operate. What are bclicvcd to be thc rules govcrning thc bchaviour of the systcm arc capturcd in a computer-based modcl and the behaviour of this model is used to infer how the system being modelled might itself operate.
1,l The essence of computer-based modelling
A compnter-based model is at the heart of any computer simulation arid the question which has to be faced is, how can the important details of thc system to be simulated be captured within such a model'? A later scction of this papcr will discuss the main features of simulation models, but before considering these features it is a good idea to giye some brief consideration to the process of modelling. Figure 1 shous that at the core of this process are one or more human beings $1 ho are concerned to ensure that their model is appropriate for the purpose for nhich it is Intended. To do this it is useh1 to consider the main features of Figure 1 .
The tutigihle sy.\tem R hich the) are attempting to model is separate from them and, to usc the ideas of Zeigler (1976 Zeigler ( . 1984 pro\ ides a source of data from U hich a niodcl nil1 bc constructed. Different people may ~l l hold diffcrcnt notions about the operation of this tangible sjstcm and thcsc c m bc dcscribcd in Pidd conceptual Inodels which arc thcmselvcs thc rcsnlt of' rcflcction about thc tangiblc systcm Thc simulation model, Rhich cvcntually bccomcs a computcr program, stems from the conccptual model and is expected to be much simpler than thc tangible system. Were it not simpler, then it would be as difficult to use for experimentation as the tangible system itself Hence. computer-based modelling is a process of simplification and abstraction in which the modeller attempts to isolate those factors believed to be crucial in the operation of the system being modelled. This process of abstraction depends on data and information about the tangible system and also on the intended purpose of the simulation.
Modelling complicated dynamic systems
Given enough time, money, expertise and computer power almost any system can be simulated on a computer, but this may not be sensible. Hence the next question to face is, to what type of systems are modern computer simulation methods best suited? The following features tend to characterise the systems best suited to computer simulation.
They are dynamic, that is they display distinctive behaviour which is known to vary through time. This variation might be due to factors which are not well understood and may therefore be amenable to statistical analysisfor example, the apparently random failures of equipment. Or they might be duc to well understood relationships which can be captured in equationsfor example, the flight of a missile through a non-turbulent atmosphere.
They are interactive, that is, the system is made up of a number of components which interact with one another and this interaction produces the distinctive behaviour of the system. For example, the observed behaviour of aircraft under air traffic control will be due to the performance characteristics of the individual aircraft, thc intervention of the air traflic controllers, thc weather and any routing problems duc to political action on the ground. This mix of factors will be varying all the time and their interaction will produce the observed behaviour of the air trantic.
They are complicated. that is, there are many objects which interact in the system of interest, and their inlvidual dynamics need careful consideration and analysis.
Continuous, discrete and mixed approaches
It is normal to classify approaches to computer simulation into three groups and this will be done here, but it should be noted that these lstinctions are ones made by the modeller and are not ones whch occur in the real world being simulated.
Discrete event simulation
The Winter Simulation Conference is traditionally concerned with Discrete Event Sirnulation. This approach is based on a number of building blocks as follows, each of which is discussed in more detail in #2 of this paper. Individual entities: the behaviour of the model is composed of the behaviour of individual objects of interest which are usually called entities. The simulation program tracks the behaviour of each of these entities through simulated time and will be minutely concerned with their individual logics. The entities could be truly indibridual objects (e.g. machines, people, vehicles) or could be a group of such objects (e.g. a crowd, a machine shop, a convoy of vehicles).
* Discrete events: each entity's behaviour is modelled as a sequence of events, where an event is a point of time at which the entity changes state. For example, a customer in a shop may arrive (an event), may wait for a while, their service may begin (an event), their service will end (an event) and so on. The task of the modeller is thus to capture the distinctive logic of each of these events (e.g. what conditions must hold if a begin service event is to occur'?). The flow of siniulatioii time in a discrete event simulation is not smooth, as it moves from the event time to event time and these intervals may be irregular. Stochastic behaviour: the intervals between events is not always predictable, for example the time taken to serve a number of customers in a shop will be observed to vary. There may sometimes be obvious and entirely predictable reasons for this (the server may speed up as the queue of waiting customers increases) or there may be no obvious reason to explain things. In the latter case, the varying intervals between events has to be modelled stochastically by using sampling methods based on probability theory.
Continuous simulation
A quite different approach to simulation is taken in Continzrous Simulation, which is an approach that is popular amongst engineers and economists. The main building blocks of this approach are as follows.
Aggregated variabfes: instead of a concern with individual entities, the main concern is with the aggregated behaviour of populations. For example. the changing sales of a product through time.
Smooth chal2ges in coiitinuous time: rather than focusing on individual events, the stress is on the gradual changes which happen as time progresses. Thus, just as the graph of a variable might be smooth, thc aim is to model thc smooth changes of the variablc by developing the suitable continuous equations , DiJ?iwii~ial or il(fjbrence equtztions: thc modcl consists mainly of a sct of equations which definc how behaviour varics through time, thus these tcnd to be diffcrcntial cquations or, in simpler cases such as system dynamics (Forrcstcr, 196 1 and Wolstcnholmc, 1990) . differcnce equations.
Nature does not prescnt itsclf labelled neatly as discrete or continuous, both cleincnts occur in rcality . Modelling, however, as incntioned in #l. 1 abovc, involves approximation, and thc modcllcr must decide which of these approaches is most useful in achieving the dcsired aim of the simulation? c~ hicli includcs a largc number of stochastic clcmcnts and thc rcsulting output many necd careful statistical analjsis. Therc arc tools to support this task, some arc spccifically for simulation modclling (c.g. SIMSTAT, Blaisdale & Haddock, 1993) and others arc more gcncrally availablc packagcs such as SPSS arid SAS.
MODELLING IN DISCRETE SIMULATION
As t h s is the winter simulation conference, the rest of this paper will concentrate on discrete event simulation.
Events and their logic

Mixed discretekontinuous simulation
A computer program which represents a discrete
In some eases, both approaches are needed and the result is a rnrxecl discrete-continuous simulation. An example of th~s might be a factory in which there is a cooking process controlled by known physics which is modelled by continuous equations. Also in the factory is a packing line from which dwrete pallets of products emerge. To model the factory might well require a mixed approach. simnlation model will have a number of components as f0llO~W.
The event logic: a precise definition of the conditions U hich govern the state changes of the entities to be included in the model.
. h i executive or control program: Qhhich ensures that the entities' events occur at the right time and in the correct sequence and thus ensures that their aggregate behaviour is a model of the system being 1.4 The role of software simulated.
Computer software plays an essential role in the development and use of computer si.niulations and is available to support the following aspects.
Statistical analjvsis oj'input data: in a discrete simulation it will probably be necessary to model certain aspects by taking samples from probability dstributions within the model. Thus the modeller needs to consider which distributions are appropriate for the system being considered. This requires thc modeller to collect data (e.g. the times between failure) andl to try to fit an appropriate distribution. Therc arc a number of products available to support this task, cxamples includc UniFitII (Vincent & Law. 1093) and SIMSTAT 2.0 (Blaisdalc & Haddock, 1993 , 1988) . Thesc allow the modcllcr to dcvclop the logic of a model on-scrccn using a graphical user intcrfacc and also cootitrol the running of the model. Simulation n2odel progranznring: as #4 makes clear, it is somctimcs necessary to cvritc a 'proper' computer program and this can be done using a purposc dcsigncd simulation languagc such as SMSCFUPT 11.5 (CACI, 1987). a general purpose language such as C or even on a spreadsheet or database.
Slalistical outprrl malysis: It is not always casy to interpret the results of a simulation, especially oiic *
Other components: such as sampling routines, integration algorithms, graphics and other features needed for a particular model.
If the modeller is using a VIMS or a simulation programming language, then he or she need only be concerned with the event logic, everything else will be provided by the system vendor. If a bespoke program is being written in a general purpose language then all of the features will havc to be provided.
Capturing system logic
2.2.1
The principle of parsimony Perhaps thc bcst way of modclling complicatcd event logic is to bcar in mind the principle ofparsirnony, which is to kccp things as simple as possible for as long as possiblc. This rcquircs an cvolutionary approach to modelling, starting with a deliberately oyer-simplified modcl which is gradually claboratcd until it is agreed to be valid for the intended purposc. The initially oversimplified model should represent thc skeletal logic of the system and should not be claborated until the niodcllcr is happy with thc validity of the skelcton.
Using diagrams
One way of ensuring a parsimonious approach ts niodelling is to try to capture the essential system logic within some type of network diagram. In some cases, such diagrams can be drawn on-screen or described textually to a computer program which will itself generate the computer-based model from the diagram Pidd (see #4.1). Iil this paper, only a simple type of diagramthe Activity Cycle Diagram (ACD) will be presented, though other forms (for example, Petri nets and GPSS flowcharts) have bcen used in discrete simulation.
An ACD is an attempt to show how the processes of different entity classes interact, at least in a skeletal form. An ACD has just two symbols as shown in Figure   2 . An active state is one whose time duration can be directly determined at the event which marks its start. This might be because the time duration is deterministic (the bus will definitely leave in 5 minutes) or because its duration can be sampled from some probability distribution (see #3).
ACTIVE STATE
A dead state is one whose duration cannot be so determined but can only be inferred by knowing how long the active states may last. In most cases, a dead state is one in which an entity is waiting for something to happen and thus some writers refer the dead states as queues.
These two symbols are used to represent the logic of a system as in the following simple example.
Consider a theatre booking office staffed by one or more clerks who have two tasksanswering the phone and attending to personal callers at the theatre. As tlus is a skeletal model, suppose that the theatre has a call queuing system with infinite capacity, that there is no limit on the number of waiting personal customers and that all waiting callers have customers are infinitely patient. Hence the diagram of figure 3 can be drawn. The skelctal l o p of the system can be clearly understood from the activity cycle diagram. For example, a personal service can only begin if two conditions holdthere must be an idle clerk and a waiting personal enquirer. Similarly it shows that any clerk may engage in two tasksattending to personal enquirers or answering the phone. It also shows some of the ambiguities. For example, what should a clerk do if faced, at the same time, with waiting enquirers and a ringing phone?
HANDLING RANDOM AND UNPREDICTABLE BEHAVIOUR
As was made clear earlier, one aspect of systems which are well suited to discrete event simulation is that they may have behaviour which can only be modelled statisticallyfor example, the time interval between arrivals may be observed to vary and the variation may be modelled by fitting a probability distribution to that variation. To cope with this variation, discrete simulation models employ sampling procedures.
Basics of random sampling
The idea of random sampling is to ensure that a set of samples is produced that is representative of the distribution from which they weire taken and within which set no pattern is evident. This is usually achieved by a two stage sampling process which uses pseudorandom numbers.
A truly random number stream is a sequence of numbers produced by a device which is believed to be randomfor example a roulette wheel, which some people find curiously interesting. Truly random numbers streams are not used in discrete simulations because most such devices are slow (millions of random numbers may be needed) and also they cannot be repeatedan important consideration, as will become clear shortly.
A pseudo-random number stream is a sequence of numbers which behave exactly as a stream of random numbers would be expected to behave but which is produced by a well-understood mathematical process.. Thus, when the sequence is examined, there is no pattern in the sequence and all values covered by the range of the random numbers occur equally often. In statistical terms, the sequence must be independent and uniformly distributed with a dense coverage of the range of values.
The two stage process is follows.
Generate 1 or more pseudo-random numbers. Convert these into the samples needed by some suitable algorithm.
3.1.1
Top-hat sampling
To illustrate the basic idea, consider Top-hat sampling, which is an common approach to taking samples from histograms. Figure 4 shows the probability of a clerk selling a certain number of tickets during the service of a customer. Figure 5 is the cumulative histogram. In figure 5 , the vertical axis represents the cumulative probability of ticket sales. It runs over the (0, 1) interval and can be replaced by a range of pseudorandom numbers which also funs over (0, 1). Thus, if the pseudo-random sequence includes a set of numbers (0.38, 0.75, 0.53) then reading from the graph of figure 5 , these correspond to a set of ticket sales (2, 4, 3) . The simple two stage process for Top-hat sampling involves.
Generate a pseudo-random number. Look up the corresponding value from the graph or a look-up table..
As well as top-hat sampling, there are many algorithms in use for different types of probability distribution. Law & Kelton (1991) have more details.
The effects of statistical variation
Due to its sampling procedures, a discrete simulation may display complicated behaviour which needs careful analysis. For example, there may be separate samples taken for the personal enquirer arrival time, the phone call arrival time, the personal service duration and the phone conversation duration even in a simple model such as the harassed booking clerk.
Typical two stage sampling procedures use the pseudo-random numbers for two purposes. The first is to ensure that the sequence of samples is pattern-free, the second is to select the set of values which are contained in the sequence. These two sources of sampling variation, which will be combined as different samples are combined, means that any discrete simulation which stochastic elements needs to be regarded as a sanipling experiment. In any such experiment, it must be recognised that there is a risk of coming to the wrong conclusions. The variation due to the pattern-free sequence is wholly desirable (this is random behaviour), that due to a badly selected set is wholly undesirable and is due to the fact that the set is of finite (and possibly rather small) size. This sei effect means that the distribution of the samples may not properly represent the distributions from which they came.
In both cascs thc nican valuc of the experiments with policy B exceeds those with policy A, but it would be possible to be much more confident that this is a true inference if the experiments turned out like the first set shown in figure 6. The difference between the two sets of experiments is that the output variances are much lower in figure 6 than in figure 7 and thus the risk of a wrong inference is lowcr. The output variance is a function of the sampling variation which must be controlled.
Some cautionary advice
In any experimental comparison. whether using real systems or a simulation, it is important to ensure that the comparison is a fair one. That is, the comparisons should be made with tlie system (real or simulated) operating under similar and typical conditions for all policy options.
3.3.1
Run-in periods
Suppose that sonieoiie wished to siniulatc the effect of adding an extra runway to a civil airport and in particular they wished to discover what extra traffic, if any, this would permit. Part of the experimental control would be to ensure that simulations of the existing runway configuration and the extra runways were conducted in such a way that both options were compared under the same starting conditions. There is probably never a time when a large civil airport has no activity and thus starting the simulations with no activity would not be representative of real conditions. Indeed, there is a risk that this may bias the comparison one way or the other.
Two ways of coping with this are to use 'typical starting conditions' or to use a run-in period. Of the two, the latter is preferable, but why?
The risks with using 'typical starting conditions' are twofold. First, we may know what these are for the existing system configuration but we do not know what they are for the novel alternative. Indeed, if we knew this then there would be no need for the simulation. The second reason is that use of 'typical starting conditions' may bias the results. For example, in the airport cxample we might reasonably believc that an extra runway will allow extra flights and we may thus ensure that tlic starting conditions for this policy haw more activity than those for the current system configuration. If we arc interested in asscssiiig whcther the cxtra runway will permit extra traffic then there is a great danger of a self-fulfilling prophecy.
Hcncc it is bctter to cmploy a run-in period. The idca of this is that, if a simulation starts with no activity, thcn it should be alloncd to run to somc time until it is bclicwd to haw settled down into somc form of stcady state. During this run-in period thc output from the siniulation is ignored and only output generated after that point will be used in the analysis.
Of course, there are simulations in which no form of steady state is possible (e.g. a missile chasing a jinking target) in which case ?he transient eKects are the main focus of interest. In such cases, ruin-in penods should not be used.
Variance reduction
As was pointed out in #3.2, the accuracy of siiiiulation results is related to the observed variation in the sampling processes of the model. Thus it is important to control these if at all possible. There are many techniques available to help in this (for a thorough discussion see Law & Kelton (1992) and Kleijnen & van Groenendal (1992) . The simplest approach when comparing different policies is to use coirirrion random numbers, a technique which works by synchronising sampling processes across policy comparisons.
To use common random numbers, the analyst must ensure that each sampling process has its own controllable pseudo-random number stream. Hence, in thc harassed booking clerk example introduced earlier, this means that 4 streams will be needed for each simulation run (one each for personal arrivals, phone calls, personal service and phone conversations) if there is just one clerk and 2+2n if there are FZ clerks.
The technique works by controlling the set of random nunibers which are used to generate the required samples. If each policy option is compared using the same random nunibers then the same samples will, as far as is possible, be used for each policy comparison. If each policy option is being replicated ni times, then the modeller will need to ensure that each of these in replication uses common random nunibers and thus will need access to tn(2+2tz) streams in the above example. This need for control of the random numbers streams is the main reason why pseudo-random iiunibers are preferred over truly random streams.
SOFTWARE SUPPORT FOR DISC SIMULATIQN
Types of software
A thorough revicw of this is given in Pidd (1992) but a summary here will help to place things in contest.
4.1.1
Coding in a general purpose language
Early simulations were written in whatever priniitivc programming languages were availablc on thc simple computcrs of thc day. This approach, like the rest, persists to this day and it sccms likely that a rcasonablc proportion of siniulations are written in languagcs such as C (Crookcs, 1983) , C+: (Joines et al. 1992 , Pidd 1993 ), Pascal (Pidd, 1989 and even in FORTRAN and BASK (Pidd 1988) . Using such an approach means that very flexible and bespoke software can be created, but the cost is that such program development is very slow and requires considerable skills and highly specific knowledge in detailed computer programming.
4.1.2
Using a library
Rather than starting each program from scratch it has also long been possible to construct some parts (occasionally, most parts) of a discrete simulation application out of program building blocks taken from a library. This allows quicker program development but still requires detailed programming skillsand faith in the library which being used.
Simulation programming languages
Many simulations are written in special purpose simulation languages such as SIMSCRIPT 11.5 (CACI, 1987 ) because these ease the task of program development by providing language constructs which are designed for discrete simulation. Thus these languages usually provide the event scheduling mechanisms which underpin discrete siniulations and also have a syntax which eases the expression of the logical interaction of the simulation entities. However, as with the other two approaches, such software still requires detailed programming skills if it is to be used effectively.
Flow diagram systems
A different approach to easing model implementation is taken in flow diagram systems such as HOCUS (Szymankiewicz et al, 1988) ). In these systems, the user develops a flow diagram such as an activity cycle diagram, and then uses a defined command set to describe the features of the flow diagram to the flow diagram system. This description is. in essence, data to a generic simulation niodcl which is suited to a particular domain (e.g. queuing systems). As originally developed, these flow diagram systems did not permit the user to develop or generate a simulation program in any meaningful sense.
The main advantage of t h s approach is that it supports rapid program development. The main snag is that, without considerable effort. it is very difficult to model complex systems. It is interesting to note that so-called block-structured languages such as GPSS are, at root, flow diagram systems.
4.1.5
Interactive program generators
These. for example CAPSECSL (Clementson, 199 1) and SIGMA (Schniben, 1991) . attempt to combine the benefits rapid development from flow diagram systems and the flexibility of direct programming. They represent the start of attempts to provide layered software development tools for discrete simulation.
Their initial use resembles that of a flow diagram but, instead of treating the diagram description just as program data, it is used to generate a working program in some target language by linked together edited prewritten fragments of program code. This code may then be edited so as to allow the modelling of complex systems. Because the user can develop the simulation model at different levels, these interactive program generators represent the start of layered program development systems.
4.1.6
Visual interactive modelling systems
These are flow diagram systems brought tip to date, in the sense that they make good use of recent developments in general computing. There are many examples available on the current market such as Witness (AT&T Istel, latest version). Pro-Model (Harrell & Leavy, 1993) . SIMFACTORY (CACI. latest version). To use them, the modeller must conceptualise the system of interest as a network around which elements flow, changing their state at the nodes of the network. Icons are placed on-screen and linked together so as to represent the nehvork logic. In some systems, there is considerable scope for expressing the evcnt logic at nodes by the use of special designed macro-type languages. However, it is not normal for these VlMSs to generate proper program code which the user may modify, though some (for example Witness) have a simplified coding language. and they are thus best suited to relatively straightforward network-type applications.
Choosing software
4.2.1
Type of application
Some tools are better suited to certain applications than to others. To use an analogy of house-painting. If the walls and windows of a house need to be painted, then, the best way to paint the walls is probably to use a large roller or paint-spray. But if these are used on the uindows the results tend to obscure the vier+! The lscrete simulation equivalents of the paintsprayers arc the VIMSs Rhich pro\ide a rapid way of developing modcls with attracthe graphics. For relatively straightforward applications. many of which are found in factorics and back-office processing. these tools are hard to bcat
